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Gidday Sheddies,
I hope everyone has had a relaxing and
enjoyable Christmas break.
The new Shed year started on the 14th January
but some eager beavers were taking advantage
of the shut down period to kick-start the new
car park and erect a new fence. Thank you to
those who gave up some of their holiday time.
A big thank you to Berkett Contracting whose
generosity has made the car park project affordable. Thanks also to Mike Marren for liaising
and driving the project.
There will be more digger work coming up
soon which will be a bit disruptive but necessary for the site development. Read article on
page five. Please be careful on site while this
work is under way and park with consideration
during the disruption.
The erection of a 6x6 metre garage is currently
undergoing resource consent. Once successful it
will be sited alongside the path that leads to the
toilets. It’s proposed use is a machine shop
instead of the area between the two containers
which will be designated for wood machining
activities.
We are working towards having the main building dust and noise free to provide a suitable
space for a variety of less physical activities
that we haven't been able to cater for in the
past.

The Development team
always welcomes constructive thoughts and ideas of
needs and improvements for
consideration.
Team members are Noel Riley (Leader),
Mike Marren, Tony Seatter and Alan Kissell.
The success of our Shed will be the greater
in proportion to the number of people who
are actively involved in the running and
maintaining plus the caring and interest we
take in each other.
Looking forward to another successful year.

Dave Meier
Chairman

Summerset are building a new retirement
village in Hill Street North Richmond. Once
complete, the village will offer a range of
facilities including an indoor pool, a bowling
green, and a range of two and three bedroom
villas, one bedroom serviced apartments, and
support up to hospital level care.
The first homes will be available late 2019 and
are pre-selling now.
There is a pop up shop next to Bay Audiology
on the East side of Richmond Mall or you can
contact Tim or Marie 0n 03 744 3432

By the time you read this newsletter work will
be well underway on this large number project
— 672 double-side, predator traps.
These are bound for the ‘Friends of Flora’,
Golden Bay to replace existing traps. These
units are designed to kill stoats, weasels and
rats because as we know they threaten the existence of our native bird life.

This project is not only self satisfying in doing
our part to ensure our native bird life has a
decent chance of survival it assists the Sheds
income.

Taking on the task of producing such a number
is no mean feat and this time around a new
approach has been adopted than those of previous endeavours — kitset.
Assembly lines have been setup to manufacture
and stock pile the necessary number of components. eg: wire triggers, base boards, side
boards, jigs to position the actual traps and so
forth.
Once stock levels are reached assembly is
undertaken. This method ensures consistency,
relative accuracy and minimising of errors, all
ending in a high quality product.

David Horn gives his undivided attention while
bending a trip wire into shape through a jig.

Fridays have been set aside to get on with the
task in hand, whatever is needed at that time.
Helping hands are most welcome. A specific
skill set isn’t required. We encourage your
participation to whatever level of input you
feel comfortable with knowing you have done
your bit to help rid the bush of wanted predators so that future generations can enjoy the
beauty and sounds we appreciate today.

John Jellyman keeps the stack neat while behind, Terry Garside guides another piece of cut timber.
David Horn keeps a wary on the camera whilst
trimming netting.

A Chat with John Jellyman

Sitting in the shade holding a glass of white
wine, looking at a blue sky after completing a
morsel of fish (turbot) could possibly be an ideal situation for this retired gentleman. His
favourite colour is sky blue, his satisfying drink
is a glass of white and his favourite food is fish.
Married to Jenny (his second wife), John has
lived in Stoke for 39 years having originally
come from Greymouth. His 46 year working
life was spent with NZ post having started as a
telegraph lad to end as Postmaster & Post Shop
Manager in Stoke.
Asked if he had hobbies and interests, John has
nothing specific, having stopped collecting
stamps years ago. Now days he enjoys the
garden, still keeps his Rotarian membership
and enjoys reading.
This humorous man keeps moderate fitness by
walking his daughters German Sheppard twice
a week.
By no means a so called ‘petrol head’ or car
enthusiast, John considers his current means of
transport, a Suzuki SX, the best vehicle he has
ever had. However, “many early years ago, the
step-through scooter wasn’t too bad either.”
Asked the nicest holiday he’s had, a brief
reflective moment takes his memory down the
Mekong river on a cruise he went on three or
four years ago.

Mild mannered and co-operative, John is a
thoughtful, family man
who happily answered
the following more interesting questions;
Your resources are
unlimited, where
would you spend your
life? With the benefit
of hindsight he says he
can’t fault the Nelson
region.
Is there any person/s you admire for their
qualities? “Gareth Morgan and Stephen
Tindall.”
You have a spare $50,000 to giveaway to who
or what? “Service club Rotary run a type of
cooperative program to assist woman in their
everyday life, I would contribute to that.”
Given a two minute slot on prime TV what
would you present? “Equality starting with the
tax system which needs reviewing so that everyone pays the same. Obviously details need to
be thrashed out but the emphasis is equality.”
What draws you to the Menz Shed?
“Fellowship. It’s great to be amongst men from
different backgrounds and knowledge, most are
friendly and obliging—a good mob.”
What do you think blokes struggle with?
Communication and Health. There’s too much
male macho and they tend to be intolerant.
What do you think blokes do well at?
Bragging
Given the opportunity to write something for
a time capsule what would you briefly say?
“There are systems currently available that
would better the NZ
Society if the powers
that be stopped trying
to reinvent the wheel
and draw out the
whole process of decision-making.”
“New Zealand is a great place to be at a cost.”

Spearheaded by Project Manager, Mike Marren

On the Shed property a 1.8m paling fence was
this long awaited and planned project by a select constructed. Shortly after the yellow container
was relocated with a small crane. The above
few took off in the first week of January 2019.
photo shows the result.
The first visible sign of happening was the
cutting down and shredding of the hedge. Later, To save motorists the embarrassment of giving
an excuse for having a close encounter with the
with the aid of a small digger, crowbar and
hammer the post and railing fence in front of the power pole, this has been relocated to the other
side of the fence.
‘pig pen’ shed was uplifted.
Having the services of an experienced digger
driver the parking zone has been excavated and
trucked away.
Hard fill will be brought in then compacted and
finished with a gravel surface. Whilst the
ground is ‘open’, conduit for power and water
upgrade will be laid.
Mike Marren feeds another branch while Dave Meier
does what he’s good at.

Set further back from the existing road (approx.
7m) in agreement with our landlord, the Nelson
Harness Racing Club, the fence was re-erected.
Fresh rails replaced the ones that had seen better
days.

Once complete the shed will have parking for
over 20 vehicles, a secure frontage complete
with automatic roll in/out service gateway.
It is also hoped to avail the digger drivers time
and skill by creating a drain on the shed premises while also
looking to remove swale
and tidy the
perimeter
drainage.
Mike Marren using his machine operating skills to good
effect to remove a post.

Neil Moore & Dave Meier confirming a level railing.

Summer is now
with us in full swing
and vengeance as
far as heat is concerned. No doubt
like most gardeners watering is top priority.
Remember to do so in the morning or evening to
get the most benefit.
A while ago strong
winds whipped
through and the
laden bean stand
had to be braced.
There are signs the

blackberries are ripening. Beans and tomatoes
at the Shed patch are also coming along nicely.
The corn patch is growing but the fluctuation of
regular attending water persons has placed a
strain on the crop.
Small tip;
Regularly deadhead flowers in pots, hanging
baskets and gardens to prolong their
blooming period.
If you leave spent blooms on the plant it will
use its energy to make seed rather than
produce more flowers.

The National Bowel Screening Programme is now
available in our region. New Zealand has one of the
highest rates of bowel cancer in the developed
world.
Nelson Marlborough region has the country’s fourth
highest rate. Screening saves lives by detecting precancerous polyps, or finding bowel cancer at an early stage before symptoms start to show.
People aged 60-74 who are eligible for free NZ
public healthcare will be sent a test kit in the mail.
It’s a clean, simple test that you do at home.
You do not have to register for the programme, but
your contact details (especially postal address) need
to be up to date with your GP because participants
will be contacted by mail.
Test kits will be mailed progressively between now
and August 2020.

Evening Natter

Outings

After a lengthy spell of dormancy, the Shed is

It is the intention of this Shed to set aside one

wanting to resume evening talks/presentations.

Thursday afternoon per month for outings. The
plan will be to assemble at the Shed then lock
the door after mid-day / lunch. The group will
then embark on the pre-arranged outing.

It is the intention to have up to three speakers
offering a 15 minute session. The topic can be
anything the speaker considers of interest. This
may range from a working career, personal
hobby, holiday or whatever they feel worthy to
share.
Included in the line up of speakers/presenters
the Shed hopes to entice /arrange a guest speaker to add value to the social occasion.
Once again email information will be sent to all
advising of date and time.
Should the speaker require USB media assistance the shed has a large screen TV and the
device can be plugged in.
Please give these occasions your thought and
attendance they are a great time to have a ‘catch
up’. In keeping with the Sheds thought of those
disadvantaged by transport please make contact
so we can easily make you an attendee.

Prior notification of date, time and place of outing will be sent via email.
In order to make this work we are asking members involvement by contributing their suggestions of possible places to visit. Perhaps you
have contacts that would be happy to have a
visit?
Whatever information, thoughts you have we
welcome your response either personally to
Dave or Alan or an email to the shed.
Should transportation be an issue the shed will
happily accommodate that small hurdle.
The Shed is responding to the members call
(2018 survey) to be more socially proactive rather
than a place of having to work on shed or
personal projects.
We look forward to solid number turnouts to
revisit old places and discover new.

Ray Clarke proudly shows a finished
trap top board that has been roller
painted.
Ian Grage shows his energy and
commitment to bench saw cutting.

to these new Members

Robert Leslie
Peter Fitzgerald
Rowan Flynn
Jim Armstrong
Bevan Eathorne
Jeffrey Boyles
Gordon Taylor
Tony Clark
David Romanoff
Ged Hall
Steve Bell

A reminder to all members and to
those that read this newsletter we
have an active face book page.
The site is updated regularly and the ideal platform to keep you in informed of shed activities.
You are welcome to share the sheds happenings
to all your face book friends.
Don’t be afraid to press ‘like’ should something
appeal, this form of media is also about lifting
the sheds profile.
MENZ SHED Waimea

Trivia
Entering 2019
Worldwide education at all levels is heading into a revolutionary phase, with notable changes
in 2019. This is because of the need to understand technology from a very early age, the decline of what is currently known as ’linear’ education and the radical changes taking place in
how we work and the jobs we will be doing. (I
wonder what format of activities the Menz Shed
will operate in 50yrs time?)
Volvo has announced that they will cease
production of petrol cars and go fully electric.
More car companies are known to be following
not too long after.

Back in early January, the Nelson Harness
Racing Club held another successful summer
meeting. This is a regular event where members
provide required and assigned tasks with our
‘landlord’.
“A big thank you who answered the call and
gave of their time and services, well done” —
Alan.

